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Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) measures are 

the most recommended but the least adopted 

(Maes et al., 2017).

❖ Several studies assess barriers to adoption 

ex-post, but ex-ante drivers of preference for 

DRR measures remain uninvestigated.

1. Introduction
1. What characteristics of trees or diversion 

channels do farmers prefer as DRR 

measures? 

2. What is the effect of information on farmers’ 

preferences for the two DRR measures?  

3. Does the influence of information vary across 

plot characteristics?

2. Research questions

❖ From ASC, farmers prefer to apply both DRR measures (not opt-out).

❖ Tree planting: Without info, more preference for higher soil erosion

reduction, cost per seedling, and do not prefer shallow roots. With info,

more preference for trees, and those with deep roots and large canopy,

fewer trees/acre that grow fast and reduce soil erosion.

❖ Div. channels: Without info, more preference for div channels, located at

boundaries, those and with grass strips, which controls more erosion,

WTP for digging. With info, only ASC is affected and farmers are

indifferent to others.

❖ Info treatment effect was higher for plots at risk but had a mixed effect

on whether on nor the plot has a DRR measure already.

4. Results

5. Conclusions

❖ A sig effect of info on

preferences for more

risk-reducing attribute

levels of tree planting

compared to diversion

channels.

❖ Farmers demand

regular info on trees

specific to DRR ex-ante

to shape the farmers’

choices and avoid

wasteful expenditure.
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Fig 1. Examples of disaster risks: (a) Shallow landslide (b) Flash flood in Western Uganda
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Fig 2. Study design and methods
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